



























The vans carrying the pad workers arrived every evening, a dusty line coming to a halt alongside Plymouth’s weary beachfront. Small groups of engineers and managers emerged out of each in search of a good meal or a soft bed. They laughed and joked. They carried on conversations about payload fairings and common core boosters, a singsong of numbers and formulae as they supped from hipflasks in the cooling breeze of Sugar Bay. For weeks the evening air had threatened them with thunder. It never came, of course, but the hint of it could always startle after sweaty days spent high in the island’s interior.
In time these men and women slouched off to faded blue guesthouses or made towards the little restaurants in twos and threes. Ted Walsh was left to walk by himself beneath the stars. Or no, not by himself, for the Caribbean twilight was the opposite of proper solitude. There, in an unlit door, a woman with a pink bandana gently fanned her face; across the street, three teenagers in singlets and tracksuit trousers roughhoused at the mouth of an alley. 
“Aiou!” the tallest of them called as he danced away from the others. “Can you do no better than that, ya raz-boys?” He looked over his shoulder as he ran and, in the process, careened into Walsh, his pursuers crashing into him in turn. All three looked up, stunned and perplexed. Irish eyes in African faces. After a moment the boys shook off their surprise, laughing into the evening as their chase resumed. Walsh too continued on. He passed, as he always did, the iron cannons on the concrete waterfront, the phone box with the missing panes of glass, and the dirty white four-legged clock tower which stood in a little fenced-off green: a war memorial, one relic of the colonisers amongst many. Soon Walsh came to a sleepy square where a sun-faded sign announced The Backwash Bar, purveyors of goatwater, souse, and conch. He stepped inside and nodded to the three old men in shorts and open collars who sat around a corner table over newspapers. They were, as far as Walsh could tell, as integral to the establishment as the liquor, the shaky tables, and the mismatched chairs.
“When you’re ready there, Ducky,” he said to the dreadlocked barman. “A half of cider, más é do thoil é.” 
Beyond the counter, the barman – bent low over a tinny, static-belching transistor – turned to look towards his customer. “What you say?”
“Cider, le do thoil.” Walsh settled himself on the stool as Ducky fetched a bottle from the ancient cooler. It was dark in the Backwash, blissfully so for Walsh had been out on the gantries all day. It was only now that he was able to close his eyes for any length of time, to allow himself to just sit still and –
“Wotcha,” Ducky said, jarring him with the clatter of a glass and bottle on the bar. “Ain’t you supposed to be treating yourself better than this, Mister Major Man?”
Walsh wiped his forehead with the back of his hand. “Sure won’t I have it sweated out of me again before too long?”
Ducky laughed. “Tis that you’re too Irish, you see?” He stabbed a finger at his customer. 
“Is that the case is it, Declan O’Gorman?”
A wide grin spread across Ducky’s face. “You don’t be calling me by no slave name, ya emerald devil.” He raised his arms up and flexed his muscles. “I’ll come over there if I have to.” He kissed each bicep in turn. 
Walsh saluted him with the glass. “You’re a beautiful man, Ducky.”
“Yeah, yeah.” The bartender took the dishcloth from his shoulder and began to move it in lazy circles across the countertop. “You’ve been coming in here telling me that for two months, boy, two months.” 
“You’re saying you want me to leave…?” Walsh felt sport now. 
Ducky paused the cloth and leaned across the bar. “I want you,” he whispered, “to quit giving out about the heat if you’re not gonna do nothing about it.”
The Irishman couldn’t help but laugh out loud at that, drawing stares from the darker corners of the Backwash. “I’m just saying,” he took a slug of his drink, “that a touch of a downpour wouldn’t go amiss. A bit of release, like.”
“You gotta wait for the sky to turn green, Major Man.” Ducky carried on wiping the bar as he cast a disappointed glance over his shoulder at the transistor. “When you see that then you know a thunderstorm is coming. It’s the water in the air. It’s the colour of the light.”
Walsh had heard some of the construction crew mention that before. They had seen it, or so they claimed, during their first season on Montserrat. Though most of the Irish engineers he knew tended to disregard such stories. Local folklore, they said. At best too much souse consumed by the builders, at worse a tale devised by the PR team to big up the project and the launch. 
“I’d like to see it sometime,” he said. “If it’s real.”
“It’s real.” Ducky was adamant. “You’ll see it. Picked for your eyes weren’t you, pilot boy?” The barman opened his own as wide as he could and stared at Walsh.
“You know what,” the Irishman said through a sly but tired smile, “this cider is like everything else in this bar. Too hot.” He drained the last of it from his glass, replaced it on the counter, and stood to leave.
Ducky only shook his head and smirked. “A’right Walsho, a’right. You check me later for another round, yeah?”
“Amárach, mo chara,” Walsh said with a wave. He smiled at the table of old men in the corner – one bullish, one quiet, and one ephemeral like smoke – as he made his way to the door but, as usual, they did not smile back. Tonight, the heavyset one went so far as to spit on the timber floor at Walsh’s feet. Backwash indeed, the Irishman thought. There was a time when he would have called a man out for such a thing, but life had taught him better. He was a guest here. He needed to remember that.
“You don’t do nothing chupit now,” Ducky called, though it wasn’t clear to whom the comment was addressed. 
Walsh let the challenge pass. “Slán go fóill,” was his only response, stepping out into the warm night and pushing the hostile faces of the old men from his mind. He crossed the square again and began the short walk back to his lodgings. Along a dark stretch where the houses were all sleeping, he stopped and turned so he could look back up towards the Soufrière Hills where a massive iron cradle stood floodlit in the night. Soon it would hold a rocket. His rocket, and in six months Ted Walsh would pilot that great craft all the way to orbit, the first Irishman ever to do so.
He smiled to himself. 




The angle of the sunlight through the porthole shifted as the rocket began to curl away from Earth. “Altitude one thousand feet and climbing,” Walsh said, reading the needles on the instrument panel. “One-point-five gs and rising.” Where the pre-launch minutes had crawled, now time was speeding by.
“Cairdeas a hAon, you’re looking good from down here.”
“Roger, control. Cabin pressure holding steady. Though I have some vibration coming up now.” The capsule was shaking around him as the speed indicator approached Mach 1. “Getting a little bumpy.” Outside, the light was turning a deep navy blue as the arrow of the rocket forced its way through the blanket of air which enveloped the world.
“Flight path is good,” he heard the CAPCOM say. “68… 69 degrees…”
There was a bang from above as the escape rocket disengaged. Walsh checked the instruments and the jettison light was green. Everything was working just the way it should and so he took his hand from the abort handle.
“Smoothing out now,” he said.
“Still looking good. You’re through Max-Q and we confirm staging of the escape assembly.”
“Roger,” and he was thrown forward in his seat one last time as the tiny capsule itself separated from the main rocket. 
“Approaching micro-g,” he reported in anticipation as much as anything else. “Speed, 5,000 miles per hour and then some.”
“Capsule status?”
“Capsule is… capsule is in orbit. I repeat: The capsule is orbiting at an altitude of –” Walsh checked the dials “– oh, about 101 miles.”
“A check on your status, please…”
“You’re taking the fun out of it,” he said.
“Cairdeas a hAon,” the CAPCOM replied, “I can’t see you, but I believe you’re smiling.”
“Roger, Chance’s Peak. One big smile from the Caribbean to the Irish Sea. But, as you ask,” he took a deep breath and centred himself, “all systems nominal. All batteries read at 40 percent or above. Thruster gauge at 80 percent, oxygen at 72 percent. Cabin pressure 5.5 and holding steady.”
“Roger that, Major. What control mode are you in?”
“I’m in manual control, Chance’s Peak. Flying high and level.” 
“Copy that. You are clear for RCS.”
Walsh gripped the joystick and, with careful puffs from the thrusters, nudged the capsule head over heels until the great blue limb of the world swelled up from the black and filled his porthole. He was still lying on his back for all intents and purposes, but he was facing the planet now, head on, and it was marvellous. He was able to follow the east coast of North America up into the Arctic, the ragged-edged icecap leading his eye back down to the frigid waters of his home islands, the thin blue band of the atmosphere wrapped around it all. There were storms over great swaths of the North Atlantic, but he could just see the colours of the great desert to its east and the dust clouds blowing up from Africa and across the pale blue sea to Ireland. All at once he felt the privilege of this mission, the shock of it, the responsibility which had fallen to him. It was almost enough to distract him from the red light flashing in the corner of his eye… 
“Cairdeas a hAon,” the radio crackled, “we’re showing a surge in the number two battery. We’re going to abort.”
“Chance’s Peak,” Walsh scanned the electrical board, “maybe I can isolate –”
“Negative, Cairdeas a hAon,” the CAPCOM’s voice was firm. “We don’t have a fix for this yet. I repeat, this is an abort. We’re terminating the simulation.”
Each of the panels around Walsh dimmed and shut off in turn. At the same time the cartoonish image of the turning world outside the porthole froze and blinked off to be replaced by the blocky rainbow of the Philips Pattern. The capsule’s hatch was cracked open by a pair of technicians who looked apologetic but adamant as Walsh squeezed his eyes tight in frustration. 
“Simulation concluded at 11:47,” he said for the record as he unbuckled his restraints and, gripping the edges of the hatch, pulled himself back into a flood of florescent light. 
Outside, a Montserratian woman with a clipboard and a scowl stared at him. “We’ll debrief right away, Major,” was all she said before walking off. 
“Agus tráthnóna maith to you too, Dr. Hourihane.” Walsh doubted that she heard him and suspected that she wouldn’t care if she had. Rosie Hourihane, local head of ground operations, had more of the Irish in her than Ducky had, but, as the barman might say, far less of the blarney. 
“Now please, Major,” she shouted back.




Months had passed like this on Montserrat. Simulation after simulation. Endless hours in the centrifuge or on survival exercises. Days in the jungle, weeks in the water. Though Walsh knew nothing could realistically imitate the launch itself. He was conscious of it at all times, of the risks he would be taking, of the fire and the force he was facing. There was no escaping the cold heavy weight of being the first. An astronaut from a country where people were killing each other in post offices not so long ago. But he was eager for it. More so with each aborted exercise. He wanted to be the one to go faster and go higher. He wanted to be like the harriers and hawks which wheeled above the launch complex. He wanted to be the one to fly. 	
Watching those birds was a pleasure after long days confined to the simulator in the heat and stillness of the Irish installation. They brought to life the view from Chance’s Peak. For the launch complex was like a balcony above the island, a flat shelf created by clipping the tip of a more-or-less dormant volcano and offering a vantage from which Montserrat’s similarities to Ireland were at their most apparent. From here Walsh could study how the rich greens faded to yellow where the tree line bled into fields recently harvested. He watched distant boats clinging to the coastline where lives were still led in the insular fashion. Looking south he could see the blunt summit of Galway’s Soufrière and, on the blue expanse beyond, the lush green leading edge of the Guadeloupe archipelago. Hints too of Dominica on the horizon and, just maybe, the islands which one of the techs had nicknamed Kinnegad and Tobago. 
Circling the gantry beneath the conical throats of the newly arrived rocket nozzles brought him face-to-face with the steep summits of the Centre rearing up from the island’s interior. Walsh could see how the vegetation on the hillsides here transformed, dwindling from the eye-wrenching fullness of the Soufrières into a dry scrub of acacia bushes and cacti. The overt marks of settlement began to wane as he looked past Salem and St. Peter’s, with houses becoming confined to small clusters gathered around ghaut mouths, where brick gave way to timber structures painted green or pink with white or yellow trimmings around their doors and windows. Here and there a stand of palm trees or a church or a lost looking goat. 
“Major?” a voice behind him announced a presence. 
Walsh turned around to see Hourihane. “Rosie,” he said.  
If the Operations Director had a reply then it disappeared into the clank and noise of the fuelling lines. Walsh looked at his watch. Yes, a test of the nearby pumps was due, a check on the integrity of hoses thick like tree trunks which twisted around the base of the craft and which would soon guzzle up thousands of gallons of alcohol, liquid oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide. 
Hourihane tilted her head past the machinery and beckoned him to follow. She handed him a copy of the Montserrat Times as they walked. She had folded it open at the letters page. 
“Third one this month,” she said as they moved away from the noise of the pumps. 
Walsh scanned the letter she had circled, reading aloud. “…A party of rebellious and wicked people of the Irish nation?” He looked up at Hourihane. “This isn’t serious, is it?” Though even as he asked the question he was thinking of the three men in the Backwash and the mimeographed handbills he had sometimes seen them passing around. Anti-colonial public intellectualism to their supporters, he gathered; rabble-rousing to the authorities and the vested interests. 
“There are some,” Hourihane looked down-slope towards Plymouth, “who think you’re just using our island like it’s been used before. And now they’re wrapping all that up in a whole other business. Heroes’ Day always brings ‘em out, you know? The independence types.” 
“Why are you telling me this?”
“Because you’re the public face of the space programme,” she said. “Can’t just ignore history, or race, or any of those things. You’re all high and mighty with your once-we-was-a-colony-as-well, but you forget: when your lot got here at first, they were as bad as the British ever were.” 
“Three centuries ago perhaps.” He handed her back the Times.
“You know I like you, Major –”
“You do?”
“– but there ain’t no per-haps about it. There are people saying that this is just the same ole thing again.” She brandished the newspaper around once more. “Just the merchant-plantocracy back for a second round. Except now the white man wants to rule the black of space with you sent here to break us all in.”
Walsh turned away from her and looked out over the complex. Far below them a detachment of the Dublin Fire Brigade was drilling in case of a launch emergency. He watched the trucks and men move back and forth along the concrete apron, but really he was thinking over her words. Merchant-plantocracy, she had said and, for a split-second, he lost track of which of their islands she was talking about. Their histories were a mirrored hall that way. To the point that some of the people here – those tracing their families back to unions between Cromwellian exiles and African slaves – already called themselves the Black Irish. 
“But you’re getting so much from this,” he said at last. “The island, I mean. Direct investment, co-operation on scientific and commercial launches going forward…” For sure he knew he was just regurgitating project publicity, but they were practical, measurable benefits and he stood by them. “We’re using the aggregate from the demolition of the mountaintop to build new port facilities in Plymouth, new roads…” 
“You build roads, but they only ever go where you want to go. And the people who write these letters –” she held up the paper, “– my own damn family, would say that ain’t partnership, that’s empire.”
“And what would you say, Rosie?”




Walsh had wanted to fly since he was a boy; he had wanted to be an astronaut from the first time he had looked up and realised that the night sky was not just emptiness but instead a whole universe of worlds beyond this world. Though of course there had been more zap guns and twitching antennae among the cheap paperback pages of his childhood. Fewer presentations by graph-loving technicians too. Fewer sessions which called for the protagonist to pretend to listen and then nod and smile when people looked to him for some reaction. It often felt like being back in the classroom again, an impression Walsh was keen to avoid on the morning that the Plymouth primary school children came to visit the launch complex. 
There was a buzz to them, a nervous and excited energy as they stepped off their dust-streaked bus. Walsh watched their faces as they looked around. Most were drawn instantly to the great stack of the assembled boosters – a dark stroke bisecting the fierce blue Montserratian sky – but the eyes of others flickered back and forth following techs in florescent tabards around the apron as they moved drums of hydrogen chloride into the chemical store or trolleys of spare parts into the colourfully painted Nissen huts which sat around the perimeter.
“I think some of these kids thought they were actually gonna go to space today,” the taller of the two accompanying teachers told the astronaut. 
“Well,” Walsh replied, “we’ll see how close we can get them,” and then, to the kids he said, “Come on, everyone!” He led them through the shadow of the rocket to the hangar where the blunt cone of the capsule simulator sat surrounded by a horseshoe of computer banks and the blocky shapes of CRTs. Cables snaked everywhere as the kids whirred around. Some whooped and hollered in delight with each new discovery they made. Some were quiet, solemn even, as they assessed the contents of the hangar. What would it have been like to have visited somewhere like this as a child, Walsh wondered as he opened the hatch of the capsule mock-up. 
“I’ll be crammed in here like you all at your desks,” he told the kids as they crowded around and peered inside. 
“What’ll you be doing?” someone asked.
“Mostly going through a very long checklist to make sure the spacecraft is working. Because we’re still learning, you know? We’re like you. Except our schoolroom is the universe itself.” He walked them through the hardware checks and the pair of brief addresses planned to be beamed back via Naval Service vessels in the South Pacific. As he did so he lifted the kids in and out of the capsule, letting them turn dials and toggle switches to their heart’s content. Hourihane and the engineers would be furious about that. Everything would have to carefully reset prior to the next simulation but Walsh didn’t care, not with the flurry of children’s questions humming around him:
“How high is space?”
“Won’t you be lonely?”
“How will you poop?”
And then, from a girl in pigtails wearing a blue dress, “Why Montserrat?” 
It was a question that had been asked in wildly divergent tones over the previous year and so Walsh was pleased to hear it come from a place of curiosity. “Ireland’s latitude,” he explained, “is too high. We’re too far north. If we were to launch a rocket from Ireland it would have to be two or three times as big in order to make it up to orbit. Here though we’re much closer to the equator. Things move faster in Montserrat.”
The grown-ups at the back of the group laughed at that.
“No, seriously,” Walsh couldn’t repress a grin, “the surface of the Earth is moving faster down here. The rate of the planet’s spin is at its highest on the equator and slowest at the poles. Anything at the equator is already moving at a thousand miles an hour. And since we want to accelerate our rocket to orbital speed, well, launching from down here gains us an extra five hundred miles an hour for free compared to taking off from Ireland.”
The children looked at him with a mixture of amazement and confusion.
“Okay,” he said, looking around and picking up a wrench off a nearby cart. “You know what it’s like? You ever fill a bucket with water and swing it around in a circle?”
A chorus of “Yeah” filled the hangar.
“You know how it pulls further and further away from you the faster you turn?” He started to spin, holding the wrench as though it were the handle of an imaginary bucket – he smiled to think of it as a simulator in its own right – and allowing it to rise. “You know how it starts to lift up and away?” He could see their faces lighting up again at this. “And then you let go and… whoosh!” The wrench went sailing through the air and clattered against an empty corner of the hangar, some of the nearby techs crying out in surprise and anger. 
“That’s kind of like what it’s like to launch a rocket from close to the equator.” Walsh had to admit that he was enjoying himself. “Any other questions?”
There was a lull for a moment before one of the teachers asked, “What’s the most important thing you ever learnt in school?” This sparked giggles from the kids but Ted Walsh, prepared to talk more about orbits and rocketry, was genuinely stumped. 
He thought back to when he first articulated his desire to fly. He had been in third class – so nine, maybe ten years old – and beholden to the malice of a heavy-eyed teacher named Ó’Cruadhlaoich. The school itself was a grim, priest-ridden emigration machine and if anyone there believed in other worlds, they were no more alien than the kind permissible by the Church. 
There was one day in particular which Walsh would never forget. He could still see Ó’Cruadhlaoich lurking by the window in the damp prefab and casting wary glances at the nearby parochial house while he wasted time asking the boys what they hoped to be when they grew up.  








“And what do you want to be, Walsh?”
He didn’t even have to think about his answer. “A starship captain!”
The slumbering class erupted in derision at that. Ó’Cruadhlaoich had laughed too, a colder sound, scorn more than amusement, before his face hardened into annoyance. “Be realistic,” he said. “For God’s sake.”
The words had stuck with Walsh. Be. Realistic. And, though he always had to remind himself that one of his fellows did indeed go on to enjoy a respectable career in the Scottish soccer league, the disparity between his classmates’ dreams and those of his own was a concrete moment in his education. 
“Major Walsh?” a Montserratian voice brought him back to the present. 
He tidied the memory away and looked at the teacher and then at the faces of the children. Here he was far across the ocean from that little schoolhouse partaking in an endeavour which Ó’Cruadhlaoich and his masters could never have imagined and still the words haunted him. Be realistic. 




Music and bodies sloshed around the Backwash like beer in a drunkard’s glass. Walsh stood by the doorway, pint in hand, watching Ducky pivot from taps to bottles to customers and back again as Heroes’ Day – what across the ocean would have been St. Patrick’s Day – strained the bar to bursting point. Ducky had hired temporary staff for the occasion, and he ran them as though this was Mission Control and he was the flight director on some kind of balletic orbital adventure. Laughter and song flowed readily and, alongside them, a kind of green booze which was as popular as it was indefensible in its rankness. 
“Walsho!” the bartender suddenly roared. “Come here and help out, yeah?”
“I’d not interfere with a master at work,” Walsh called back. Though really he just wanted to watch the topsy-turvy world of Montserrat pass by. The celebration seemed to have brought the entire island into town. He was told that it would normally have been held down south but that this year it had been moved to Plymouth on account of the visiting Irish. It was a positive gesture, he thought, clutching his glass as he squeezed between revellers and made his way onto the Backwash’s porch where calypso and iron band music coalesced into one big boisterous medley. 
A banner hung on the gable end of the building opposite and proclaimed Cead Mile Fáilte in fierce emerald lettering. Beneath it stood a clump of masquerade participants laughing and drinking in their brightly coloured tartan costumes and cartoonish masks with exaggerated eyes and teeth. All of them wore tall, conical hats somewhere between coal hods and bishops’ mitres while, beyond them again, he could see a frenzy of islanders dancing uncanny jigs. Walsh sensed something familiar in their movement but also something new to his eyes. It was a physical creole, an impressionistic history being played out around him: Irish sets below the waist, African body movements above, and all of the dancers mocking their one-time masters by cracking whips or jumping over chains to the beat of jumbie drums and bodhráns. 
“Here you go, Walsho.” All of a sudden Ducky was beside him and was handing him a fresh pint.
“Stout?” Walsh looked deep into the dark liquid. “In this weather?”
“Guinness gives you power.”
“Back home we just say it’s good for you.”
“Nah.” Ducky shook his hips in mock Elvis fashion. “Power, man.”
Walsh covered his smirk with a sip of the drink.	
“There’s talk of making this a national affair,” Ducky said, bopping to the evening’s rhythms as he surveyed the crowd. “A holiday even.”
	Walsh looked around. “This isn’t a holiday?”
“Not for me,” the bartender said with a sparkle. “Gotta get back to it but check me again before closing, yeah?”
“Beidh mé ar ais,” the Irishman said as Ducky laid a hand on his shoulder.
In the distance, a clatter of fireworks briefly overwhelmed the music with showers of sparks raining down in the night, vanishing behind the buildings between the town centre and the seafront. Walsh wandered through the crowd to the tables set up around the square and the so-called ‘slave feast’ of traditional food on offer: Dukna made from shredded sweet potatoes and coconuts, and boiled in a banana leaf; cassava which resembled a coarser, drier tortilla; salted fish; johnnycake, which tasted to him like sweet cornbread. Then, from somewhere in the shadows, a singer’s voice wavering between merriment and rage…

Hurrah for learnéd Fergus
And his songs of liberty,
Hurrah for Willie Bramble’s toils 
To fill our land with dignity. 
Hear freedom traced in ink and lark
Above the planter’s harpist mark,
And hurrah for you who see the truth
That slavery was but our curséd youth

A roar from the crowd outside the Backwash drowned out the end of the verse and, turning to see what prompted the hollering, Walsh found himself face to face with the heaviest of the old men from the rear of the bar. 
“You know what it is we’re celebrating?” the man asked in his hard voice. No greeting. No preamble. He was blocking Walsh’s way like a rock in a torrent of swirling people and his face was so set that it might as well have been one of the masks worn by the parade participants. 
Walsh sighed. He rather resented being ambushed like this but considered his answer nonetheless. “International cooperation?” 
“Just the opposite.” The old man allowed a pair of dancers to pass between himself and Walsh. “Insurrection,” he said. “Self-determination. We’re commemorating the front-line freedom fighters of the New World.”
The astronaut met the man’s gaze with cold scrutiny. 
“Two hundred years back,” the man went on, “my people rose up against yours and they picked the one day they knew their masters’d be drunk as the lords they were.”
Walsh felt something in the moment change as the man leaned towards him. Like finding a crinkled page in a crisp new flight manual. The noise of the mock whips snapping up and down the street grew sharper. The airs of the songs took a turn for the dark. 
“Look,” he said to the man as a trio of inebriated Irish engineers stumbled by, “I’m not telling you history doesn’t matter. I’m not denying that it happened. But if we were still like that then we’d never have accomplished anything. We’d be sitting at home on a damp, divided island, arguing about petty politics and failing entirely to better ourselves.”
The man’s face was a veil of utter contempt. “We ought to be commemorating our own and not toiling away for white vanity on the same day good men died for this island.” And with that he shouldered past the astronaut, allowing the crowd to swallow him back up. Walsh was left alone in the churning celebrations. To his left brawny weightlifters were throwing the shapes of freedom, to his right a group of children ran about in homemade spacesuits. In and around them all, revellers danced in green and white to symbolize the green flash as the sun sets in the sea and the white clouds in the sky above. Beyond it all he could just about make out the three Dutch cargo ships anchored offshore where small pockets of red and green spilled into the twilight from their running lights. The freighters had been contracted by the Irish to transport equipment and workers to the island. But in that, he understood, was a poisoned symbolism as much there was the promise of a new age. It took Walsh long moments to compose himself, but in time he began to thread his way towards the Backwash once again. It was quieter now as the evening’s momentum had begun to lead people to the next pub on the semi-official Heroes’ Day crawl. His own mood, however, had been soured by the encounter in the square. 
“Hey,” he said to Ducky as he sat at the bar, “you know any good jokes? Because pretty soon I’ll be riding an eighty-foot stick of dynamite into the sky and I could use a little light relief.” He drummed the countertop despite himself, fingers moving in time to the sound of the soca musicians who had set up on the street nearby.
Ducky held a dirty bottle up to a bare bulb as if pondering the contents. “I heard a joke lately you might enjoy a’right. An Irishman, an Englishman, and a Scotsman walk into bar…” He grinned at Walsh.
“And?”
“And the Montserratian tell ’em all to fuck right off of his island.” 
“Aragh, g’way.” Walsh waved the comment off with his hand, but then, after Ducky was done chuckling to himself, asked, “What about the folk talking like that for real?” 
“Always somebody.” Ducky uncorked the bottle and poured its cream slush into a shot glass. “Times is trouble, see. Some get some and some get none. People have notions. Doesn’t mean there’s anything to ’em.” He swapped the fresh drink for the empty glass in front of Walsh. “Gwaan head, have a go at this.”
Walsh sniffed the liquid. 
“Tis good,” Ducky insisted, a sparkle in his eye. “T’will do you right.”
“And I suppose you’re the judge?”
“You’re too alone with your thoughts, Major man.”
“Ah, here, what did I do to deserve that?”
“What you need is distraction.” Ducky tossed the dishcloth over his shoulder.
Walsh swatted away the circling insects and considered the patrons of the Backwash. Anyone who was left was drunk, and Walsh, throwing back the shot, supposed that he was as well. As he drank, he thought about the Irish people who had paid their way here under indentures three centuries before. They had come to Montserrat and its neighbours, worked off the cost of their passage on their masters’ land, and then they had become masters themselves. He knew that when free of their contracts they had set up their own plantations and imported slaves, this time real slaves without rights or hopes or possibility of freedom. They had grown cruel. They had seen a rough model of misery and perfected it as art. Were people nowadays, he wondered, really as different as they professed to be? He thought of the hundreds of spectators he had seen at the parade earlier. Mostly they seemed unconcerned with issues of Afrocentrism or Hibernophilia. Instead they were there to party, to have a good time. And yet…
Walsh glanced up at the barman – his friend, his confidant even – and then down to the short row of shot glasses which seemed to have accumulated during his musings. He felt worn out. Worried. Stretched between one island and another, between this world and the many worlds above.
“Aiou,” said Ducky, “you’re looking kinda tired, Walsho. You want me to carry you home?”




There, in the porthole, his reflection. His face superimposed on the curve of the world. For an instant it all felt real. But there were enough things wrong – the weight of his limbs, the blank readouts of the screens inside the capsule – for Walsh to understand that this was just a dream. Everything was. All the barriers and challenges he had overcome to earn the right to be here. All the secrets he had kept to earn the role of a human flag to be draped around whatever the politicians were flogging in a given week. And that despite his often-strained relationship with his homeland. Sometimes he felt that he had not been selected for his aptitudes but for the opportunity to send him as far away as possible. Too often he felt lost and adrift, linked to the ground, to the tricolour on his shoulder, only by the only barest wisps of gravity. 
“Cairdeas a hAon” the CAPCOM whispered in his sleeping ear. A long pause dusted with static and then, “Cairdeas a hAon, do you copy?”
“A minute, please,” Walsh replied. He heard himself say the words, but he did not feel his lips move. Instead there were continents blurring into one as he gazed out through the reinforced glass. The world spun in silent reverie beyond the capsule as he, in turn, careened around it. Down there were the family which had always held him at arm’s length. Maybe even the father he had never really known. It was possible, he thought, as the arc of the Earth cut across his view. Not the whole world of course, never the whole at this altitude, but enough for him to see that it was not infinite. It was a small planet really. Far, far too small. 
“Cairdeas a hAon,” the CAPCOM said softly. More like a whisper than anything else. But different than all the other whispers he had heard throughout his life. A whisper to him rather than about him. An acknowledgment, a call rather than a low mutter in a corridor or a conversation falling silent when he entered a room. It was a measure of what he always wanted. To fly. To ply the darkness. To be the person on the other end of the line. Alone, yes, but somewhere on the edge of his perception the shape of another body, the hint of another in the tiny capsule. Had they been there all along? Walsh could not tell because time had no meaning in the dream. Perhaps not even in the real world anymore as he flew through fast nights and bright new dawns. They were days of a sort though they lasted only hours and he felt the distance they put between the present moment and what was happening on Earth. So beautiful, so distant. So filled with hate and love in equal measure. 
The radio crackled. “Cairdeas a hAon, we’re counting down to re-entry.”
Walsh felt outside of himself. All he could do was watch as the spacecraft began to fall back into the atmosphere. He felt himself rocked more and more as superheated plasma roughly cupped the capsule, the wash of it spilling over the heatshield in rushes of ionised gas that flickered past his porthole in streaks of white and yellow. His seat had no armrests, so he gripped his knees with his gloved hands until, upon a final tongue of flame, the blue limb of the Earth appeared once more. It was closer now and seemed to tilt radically as more thrusters fired to steer the capsule towards its landing zone. 
As the dream wheeled around him, the black of space gave way in the course of seconds to the blue of the sky. Walsh had thought that it would have taken longer. He was dizzy and unsure. His whole body hurt and, there… a glint beyond the porthole as the spacecraft jettisoned a forward bay cover and it was snatched away by the wind as though it was nothing. He saw the drogue parachutes fly up from the now-exposed capsule nose, orange centres frilled with white like fried eggs tossed towards the sky and then, a minute later, the striped main chutes on their colourful cables launched out with one leaden thud after another. Walsh grunted as they arrested the capsule’s fall with a violent jerk. 
“Major Walsh,” the voice at the other end of the radio said. “Major…?”
There, his reflection in the glass again. 




Bang, bang, bang… The dull thud of oxygen tanks bursting one by one. The fists of a pilot against the skin of a capsule sinking after splashdown. Bang, bang, bang… The door, he realised despite the grogginess. Someone was at his door.
“Major!” he heard someone cry. The voice from his dream. 
Walsh sat up, still half drunk, and felt the axis of the world loop around itself. He rubbed his temples where heavy aches had firmly lodged themselves. 
“Major!” Again the drumming on his door.
“Tá mé ag teacht,” Walsh shouted back. He threw off the single sheet and padded carefully to the living room and then the door. As he passed the front window, he saw the detritus of the parade scattered everywhere outside. But the Plymouth night was filled with something more than the sounds of an after-party. He heard a siren somewhere nearby and he quickened his steps to the door. When he opened it, he found Hourihane, hand raised to pound against the timber once more.
“The launch site,” she said, sullen. “There’s been a breach.”
Walsh immediately regretted everything that he had drunk. 
“Get dressed,” Hourihane demanded, sobering him further.
“Alright, alright.” Walsh retreated inside and started to retrieve his clothes from the living room floor. He began pulling on his trousers as a buck-naked Ducky appeared in the bedroom doorway. 
The barman yawned and stretched his arms. “You forget me so easily as soon as someone else comes along,” he said, amused by himself.  
Hourihane rolled her eyes. “Declan,” she said with strained patience.
“Rosemary,” Ducky smirked.
“Come on so,” Walsh said, ignoring the exchange and marching out the door to Hourihane’s dust-covered pickup which, after a slam of doors and a roar of the engine, she drove in silence and without care. Plymouth’s sturdy houses quickly gave way to sheet-metal shacks on the outskirts of the town, those small huts blurring in turn into sugar plantations whose cruel histories were only somewhat softened by the pre-dawn light. Everywhere sagging phone lines hung from crooked poles, graveyards were filled with Celtic crosses, and, by a turn off for Kinsale, an old man held a donkey by a length of rope as they both gazed up into the night. 
“You almost hit that auld lad,” Walsh said quietly as the truck blasted past.
“That man knows to keep in around these parts,” was all Hourihane said, though she geared down with reluctance when they left the main road for the new gravel path that cut inland to the Irish installation. At first the truck bumped past fields with animals but, as the island began to rise around them, so the fierce green jungle increased its stranglehold on the land. Above them, the soft lines of Chance’s Peak flowed like water until they finally merged at the launch complex itself. There the rocket stood brilliant and bright against the final dark dregs of night. It was a mountain dreaming of the future, Walsh thought, but one firmly rooted in the bedrock of the past. He wondered now which one of them would win the day. 
Birdsong greeted him as he and Hourihane crossed from the truck to the administration block – above them, a shooting star streaked east to west in the sky like a returning spacecraft – but, once inside, everything grew quiet. At this hour, and after an evening when most had been attending the parade and celebrations down in Plymouth, Walsh knew there would be nothing but a skeleton staff on duty. Little more than the Irish watchman who escorted them through the building. 
“He wants to speak with you specifically,” the guard told Walsh.
“Who does?”
The guard opened the door of the conference room and Walsh recognised the intruder at once. Another member of the trio from the Backwash, the quiet one, old but still strong. Like an oak in the forest. The man’s mouth curled at the corners, but it was not a welcoming smile. It was instead one of satisfaction. He did not seem to care that he had been apprehended and that was something which unnerved Walsh more than the man’s presence inside the fence. 
“They found him skulking around the chemical stores,” the guard said.
“I assume you’re searching those for anything improper,” Hourihane asked.
The guard nodded. “A team is out there right now. Especially as our friend here was carrying this.” He handed Walsh a scruffy backpack with a broken zipper. Inside were wire-cutters, screwdrivers, cable-ties, and gloves.
“A burglar’s bundle,” Walsh said, showing the bag to Hourihane with a sigh. How distant all this seemed from the parade mere hours earlier. There he had been swaying to soca and drinking with new friends and, no, it wasn’t perfect, not everyone was happy with what they were trying to do on the island, but this… 
“Tell me, Uncle –” Hourihane said, staring down the intruder. 
Oh, Walsh thought, maybe it’s not me she’s angry at.
“– what did you hope to accomplish creeping in here like a common thief?”
“Fire in the mountains,” the old man said. He spoke with the assurance and, for that matter, the careful ambiguity of one who had been fighting the same battle for a very long time.
Hourihane only scowled. 
“Okay,” Walsh said. He stepped forward. “Okay. You wanted to talk to me? You could have bought me a pint, you know, anytime, like. But go on so: Why are you here?”
The man laced his fingers together on the table. “You ask me questions you never seem to ask yourself. Why are you here, owah?”
“I thought that was obvious. We’re here to build something. With you.”
“Putting us to work the way redlegs always try to?” The statement was delivered with dispassion. “I hear you in the bar some nights. Talking about enterprise and development. About resources. Do you never listen to yourself?” Again, he spoke with the assuredness of a man deeply acquainted with Truth of one description or another. “You’re just another master –” 
Walsh scrunched up his nose.
“– You come out here and pat yourselves on the back at what you do for us. But you don’t get to feel good about that.” 
“Why did you break into the launch complex?” the astronaut asked.
The old man ignored him. “Don’t ya have any idea what it’s like to fight for your freedom? And lose?”
“I’m Irish.”
“That’s exactly my point.” 
Walsh found himself setting his jaw without intending to. “Why did you come here?” he asked one more time. “These things in the backpack –” he held up some of the tools, “– what are they for?”
Emboldened now, Hourihane’s uncle gave a hard, hollow laugh. “They’re for tightening the screws,” he said with a moment of ill delight.
“Why are you so intent on fighting us?” Walsh leaned against the table. “Can’t you see, we’re trying to make history?” 
“Can’t you see? History is repeating itself.”
Beside Walsh, Hourihane rubbed her eyes. “He’s not telling us anything,” she said, glowering at her uncle. “As usual.”
“No…” Walsh took a slow step backwards as a chill of understanding began to overtake him. “No, he’s telling us everything.”
Hourihane looked at him.
“History,” he said to her. “The Patrick’s Day revolt –”




The bomb had been placed in the acid pen on the far side of the summit. It had not been particularly sophisticated, but it had begun a fire that quickly spread to the solvent store and set off a series of secondary blasts. Walsh’s dreams still replayed the sight of drums propelled a hundred feet into the air as though they held aspirations of spaceflight themselves, each erupting with anger as much as with the poison of liberated chemicals. Seared into his mind most of all was the impossibly unlucky arc of the barrel that smashed against the rocket’s ballast section, punctured its hull, and spilled its payload of liquid flame down into the great engine’s labyrinthine guts. Always those dreams would end with the groaning screams of metal as the rocket shifted on the pad, leaning its weight drunkenly against the gantries in a series of stuttering motions before crumbling in one final terrifying moment…
“And yet something brought you back,” Ducky crowed five months later. “Must be the roots heritage and the handsome strangers.”
“Hardly a stranger anymore,” Walsh said. “Strictly speaking.”
“Ah you’re on Monserrat now, boy. There ain’t no one speak strict here.”
That was how they took to passing their time. Banter. Sunshine. Contemplation of the Backwash’s finest offerings. By day Walsh adjusted to the job Hourihane had secured for him and by night he learnt to prepare food that did not come out of a tube. Eventually the date when he ought to have launched into orbit came and went and it was like any other day of his new life on the island. That morning he walked past goats on lawns and dogs stretched out on driveways until he reached the schoolhouse where the kids greeted him as usual with cries of “Mista, mista, mista…”
“Alright, ye wee spalpeens,” he said, taking the globe off the shelf at the side of the classroom and spinning it idly with his finger as he walked around. “Today we’re gonna talk about space.” He laid the tumbling globe down in front of a map of the Solar System pinned to the wall and then sat against the teacher’s desk. His desk. 
“Will a rocket ever take off from Montserrat now?” one of the kids asked. 
“What’s gonna happen to the launch pad?” added another.
“Do you still wanna go up there?” cried a third.
Yes, he told them, he did still want to fly in space. How could he not? But now no mission would ever launch from Montserrat though the summit of Chance’s Peak would bear the light and dark blemishes of the project for years to come like its very own Snoopy cap. There had been injuries, of course, but miraculously no deaths. Though in their place were plenty of recriminations. More than enough to go around. Indeed, there had been investigations, several of them, and Hourihane’s uncle had been jailed. She had spoken against him at the trial and, in her quiet, measured condemnation, Walsh had finally seen the family resemblance. 
Of the old man’s two compatriots from the corner table of the Backwash there had been no sight since Heroes’ Day. Their ringleader, the man who had approached Walsh at the parade, was thought to have fled to either Dominica or Martinique, though the third man eluded even gossip. Walsh himself had come under scrutiny during protracted hearings back in Dublin after which it had been decided to quietly defund the project. He had been cleared of negligence but had resigned his commission from the tAerchór anyway, returning to Montserrat and growing a beard that Ducky maintained brought out his cheekbones. 
“You’re a belonger now,” the bartender said as they strolled towards the seafront. “You crossed the ocean to be here and now you’re one of us.”
“One of us…” the Irishman repeated the words as they walked, but, in place of Ducky’s sing-song rhythm, his own tone was one of palpable self-doubt. “Seldom enough have I heard that, mo chara.” 
It was early afternoon and Ducky had come to fetch the island’s newest teacher home from school. They took the road towards the beachfront which was busy with colourful bicycles and children rushing back to town or down to the water. Thickets of orange-white blossoms and waxy-leaved frangipani filled the spaces between pastel-coloured houses and brown stretches of sun-dried grass. Around them, everyone and everything seemed to be moving to the white noise of cicadas or the boom-boom of sound systems behind the gingerbread grilles of verandas. Below, on the beach, tourists and locals were laughing and playing footie, passing bottles to each other or dancing to the happy music that floated all around. Coming around the curve of the bay, Walsh could see sailboats plying the blue off of Kinsale. He knew the charred, warped remains of the launch tower and gantries were out there. They had been dumped offshore where they would serve as the skeletons of artificial reefs. Their nooks and crannies would grant fish protection from predators and offer a structure for mussels, shrimp, and crabs to – he had winced when Hourihane had used the word – colonise.
Now he stood with Ducky as they watched one of the last Irish barges leave the harbour. This one carried the scorched, smoke-damaged flight simulator that was to be loaded onto a freighter and shipped back to Dublin. It had survived the fire insofar as the real thing had been intended to survive atmospheric re-entry. Its ordeal had left it burnt and useless. Its new home would be that small corner of the National Museum given over to oddity and folly. It could have been the future, Walsh thought, but now it represented just another alternate history for an Ireland where the Taoiseach was being pressured by Haughey on one side and FitzGerald on the other.
“D’you miss it?” Ducky asked as though reading his mind. “Ireland, I mean.”
Walsh looked across the water as thunder rumbled like a rocket somewhere in the eggshell sky. He didn’t have an answer and so instead took Ducky’s hand and squeezed it as the crowds on the beach played on in defiance of the thunder or, perhaps, in celebration of an afternoon slowly shifting from turquoise through viridian through…
“Well I’ll be damned,” Walsh muttered, “will you look at that…”
Beside him Ducky only laughed. “Didn’t I tell you about the light?”
“Yeah you did. But I didn’t believe it was real.”
“It’s real, boy.” Ducky held his hand tight. “It’s real.”
Another crack of thunder boomed across the bay. This time close enough for people to take notice. Walsh saw families and groups of friends consider the horizon for long moments before, one by one, they began to gather up their blankets and belongings. He was not sure how much time he and Ducky stood there watching them. Maybe an hour, maybe two; maybe just the spin of a globe or the orbit of an astronaut. He knew only that the island became someplace new again as the clouds flowed in to fill the vacuum left by all the people slowly drifting back to shelter. 
“We should go too,” Dusky suggested at last.
“Not yet,” the Irishman said, a shiver of pleasure running down his spine. “Not yet.” And, as though he was once more a child dreaming of other worlds, Ted Walsh turned his eyes towards the sky and waited for the rain. 

_____
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